Installing the Hard Drive into the Drive Tray and Enclosure
(For GS 3060L/4060L Gen2)
To install the hard drive into the drive tray and enclosure, follow the steps below.
1.

Push the release button to the left, then lift the drive tray with the handle plate to
remove it from the enclosure.

2.

Move the lever tray to the left to unlock the sides.

•
(A)

3.

Pull both sides to widen the tray.

4.

Insert the hard drive into the tray.

For the 2.5-inch hard drive, secure the drive first to the inner tray using the two bundled screws.
, then orient the inner tray’s pin holes to the main drive tray’s pins on the sides (B).

•

5.

For the 3.5-inch hard drive, orient the drive to the drive tray’s two pins on its sides.

Snap back the sides of the tray to its original position.
•

For the 2.5-inch drive, secure the hard drive and tray assembly with the
bundled screws (A), then move the tray lever to the right (B). Keep the
handle plate open (C).

•

For the 3.5-inch drive, secure the side to the hard drive with the release
button first (A), then the side with the handle plate (B), and move the tray
lever to the left (C). Keep the handle plate open.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that the drives are secured to the drive trays before installing
the assembly to the enclosure.

6.

On the enclosure, push the two release buttons (A) then gently slide the top cover backward (B).

NOTE: You cannot totally remove the cover from the enclosure.

7.

Install the hard drive and tray assembly to the hard drive slot of the enclosure with
the handle plate open, push the hard drive to connect with the enclosure, then push
the handle plate to secure the hard drive tray to the enclosure.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that the handle plate is completely clamped on the hard drive.

8.

After installing the drives, slide back the top cover until it snaps with the front panel
and the release buttons are in its original position when the cover is closed.

